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Master Plan Overview
A Summary of Plan Findings and Recommendations
South Fairmount, North Fairmount, and English Woods contain a dichotomy 
of features and conditions.  While suffering from a severe economic and social 
downturn visible in high vacancies, unemployment and crime, the area has at 
their disposal a considerable number of assets.  Stunning views of and proximity 
to downtown Cincinnati, an unusual amount of open space so close to a city 
center, a sizable stock of historic buildings, and planned investment in cutting-
edge green infrastructure on unprecedented scale, all have the potential to turn 
this depressed area into a Cincinnati gem.
 
To make this transformation a reality, six working groups were formed to develop 
ideas and make recommendations in the following categories:  

           Business Districts  Livable Neighborhoods
           Natural Environment         English Woods Site Development
           Mobility/Connectivity       Social Resources

This work can be summarized in four overarching areas:  local economy, mobility, 
the natural environment, and community pride & safety.  

Local Economy.   Investment in the business districts, transportation, cultural 
assets and education will provide a much-needed boost to the local economy.  
Improvements in the major transportation routes within the Fairmount 
neighborhoods will address the severe lack of social services, business interest, 
and basic amenities plaguing the area. Concentrated investment is needed at 
the eastern gateways (Hopple Street and Western Hills viaduct) in an area coined 
as the Lunkenheimer Neighborhood Business District (NBD), as well as at the 
top of the hill, where the seemingly forgotten English Woods neighborhood is 
located.  The large amount of open space In English Woods could serve as a local 
cultural hub for community events and festivals, as well as the possibility for 
future investment to create a walkable community with a strong socioeconomic 
fabric.    Capitalizing on existing assets such as significant historical building stock 
and responding to the potential demand from market trends in the Fairmount 
neighborhoods would pave the way for a strong live/work environment, 
especially in congruence with the upcoming Lick Run Watershed Project.  Finally, 
a job-training center to assist residents in job applications, resume writing and 
interviewing, as well as vocational classes related local businesses will equip 
residents with the tools to build the local economy.  

Mobility.  Initiatives centering on creating better access to essential amenities, 
walkability improvements, and investing in a mobile service fleet, complete & 
green streets, and a suspended-cable/gondola transit line are detailed in this 
plan.  Providing access to essential amenities needed for everyday life (banks, 
groceries, health care, child care, community centers) is a critical element to 
creating livable neighborhoods.  A mobile service fleet could aid in this effort by 
bringing missing amenities to areas where needed via portable doctor offices, 
libraries, and healthy foods on service trucks.  Multi-modal transportation 
options are described through walkability improvements to repair and improve 
the existing stairway network and sidewalks, converting existing streets into a 
system that combines bike lanes, bus routes, sidewalks, and car lanes into one 
“complete street”, and a unique suspended-cable/gondola transit line has been 
proposed in the longer term.   

Natural Environment.  Remarkable topography combined with expanses of 
open naturalized space put these three neighborhoods in a unique position to 
create livable communities guided by the principles of safety, health, aesthetics, 
and conservation.   Recommendations centered around creating corridors of 
open and green spaces from hillsides and vacant lots, promoting urban farming 
in English Woods, providing trails along the length of the Mill Creek, and adding 
rain gardens and bio-infiltration beds in several locations, allows Fairmount to 
reconnect people to the environment, create a sense of place, as well as provide 
opportunities for job creation, training, and education.  Together, these efforts 
will transform the neighborhoods into a unique place attracting new residents, 
visitors, and businesses.
 
Community Pride and Safety.  Final interconnected initiatives proposed to 
round out the needs of a community include the rebuilding of community 
pride and addressing the serious crime issue.   An annual community festival 
effort aimed at rebuilding the community’s reputation and pride in its history 
and heritage could start the process of rebuilding pride in the community, and 
generate revenue.  Addressing the serious crime issues is critical, both for the 
safety of residents and to encourage potential investment.  This work can be 
partially accomplished by the construction of a new police substation and the 
creation of a neighborhood watch organization.  

Complete findings and recommendations are detailed in the following pages 
and organized by the six working groups.
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Chapter Overview

Project Purpose:

•	 Collaboratively prepare a community plan by applying the techniques, processes,        
approaches, interventions and personal and professional skills explored in previous 
courses;

•	 Augment the Choice Neighborhoods planning work of the Community Building 
Institute (CBI) and Metropolitan Housing Authority in North & South Fairmount and 
English Woods;

•	 Assess the existing CBI plan based on planning principles (“filters”) provided by: 
Plan Cincinnati, LEED ND, TOD & New Urbanism, Livability, Place-Making, and Social 
Ventures assessment tools;

•	 Build on the neighborhood’s assets to achieve their vision (as defined through CBI’s 
planning process) in the areas of environment, connectivity, livable neighborhoods, 
neighborhood business districts, English Woods redevelopment, and social resourc-
es.

Community Vision:

The community, including North Fairmount, South Fairmount, and English Woods, is a 
collection of tight-knit diverse neighborhoods with historic assets that share common 
resources. The community is filled with opportunity for everyone, it is a place where 
people choose to live and invest, and it is a community of engaged residents, businesses, 
and stakeholders that are committed to driving the change the community envisions.

Source: Choice Neighborhoods Transformation Plan, English Woods, North Fairmount, 
and South Fairmount, First Draft--July 10, 2013
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Introduction
The neighborhoods English Woods, North Fairmount and South Fairmount have 
many transportation needs. Previous reports, field research, and case studies 
provided the fundamentals necessary for assessing the current condition of the 
site.  This chapter will present those findings and the processes used to create 
a transportation plan for the area. Because of the recent decline in population, 
creating a plan to meet the current and future demographic demands requires a 
realistic, but visionary approach to thinking about transportation opportunities. 
The main focuses around connectivity include multi-modal, active, and 
sustainable aims toward a new look at an old place.

Connectivity Planning Process:

In order to form the connectivity report, the Six Livability Principles, developed 
integrally by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), 
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), and the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), filtered ideas and goals for the finished report. From August through 
December, the plan developed initially from different sources of data; this was 
then synthesized and built upon to create options for the future. Communication 
amongst groups and individuals then sculpted those ideas to form different 
frameworks, designs, and concepts which eventually led to a final plan.

This report includes the procedures to develop the plan, as well as options and 
recomendations. 

Our process began by using the Six Livability Principles to evaluate an existing  
plan for this community preferred by the Community Building Institute (CBI). 
New findings and data required this step to be occasionally revisited.

Next in the reconnaissance section we present existing conditions in a narrative 
and visual form. Information from field visits were combined to project 
environmental, social, and cultural observations is then assessed and presented 
with maps, data, and text.

Next, preliminary findings from the site assessment are analyzed by reviewing 
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. This analysis was then 
subdivided by local and regional scale to identify potential development 
solutions.  During this time, brainstorming and remembering to think “outside 
the box” with many different possible scenarios to confront the opportunities 

and constrains was vital to enhance visualization potential and alternatives for future 
development. 

Following, those options were clarified and revised with guiding principles, measurable 
outcomes, and feasibility analyses.  During this phase, certain assumptions needed to 
be made in order to reflect limits and holes in the data.  A conceptual draft of the 
ideas illustrates how development goals may be reached and is supplemented by an 
evaluation showing the advantages and disadvantages of the options.  The strongest 
options are then recommended as preferred. 

Lastly, the preferred plan portion includes detail to visualize the future potential of the 
three neighborhoods connected within and among the region.  Recommendations on 
means to pursue this transformation are defined with potential partners and resources 
that can support the changes over time. The connective approach presented here is 
also compared and contrasted with the CBI initiative.  Further studies for research are 
also reccommended.

In closing, this chapter will introduce ways to achieve safe, healthy, beautiful and 
accessible paths for inproving mobility throughout the neighborhoods of South 
Fairmount, North Fairmount and English Woods. 
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Executive Summary

This chapter focuses on enabling the study area to no longer be a bridge but a 
destination, on converting barriers and constraints into assets, and turning an 
automobile haven into a diverse multimodal accessible area ready for growth 
and investment. 

Existing Conditions

One of the largest problems in the study area of North Fairmount, South Fairmount, 
and English Woods is the lack of connection between these communities as well 
as the surrounding areas of Cincinnati.  Over the years, roads such as Queen City 
Avenue, Westwood Avenue, Harrison Avenue, Baltimore Avenue and Westwood 
Northern Boulevard have transformed into main thoroughfares to bridge the 
gap between the center of Cincinnati and the west side of Cincinnati, completely 
overlooking these neglected areas.  In turn, this has transformed the area from 
being a first ring suburb and a complete neighborhood with walkable amenities 
and walkable infrastructure to being automobile dominated, like it is today.      

Possibilities and Constraints

From the start of this workshop, our team’s mission looked critically at the lack 
of connection to identify why it is occurring and what solutions exist. The study 
area has all the components to be a great set of communities, being in such 
close proximity to the urban core, it just lacks the ability to effectively overcome 
its many barriers. We quickly found, upon visiting the area, the main reason for 
the lack of connectivity is the steep and extreme topography. If you look at a 
topography map or visit the study area you can notice there are very few flat 
areas and the most notable flat areas are St. Clair Park, English Woods, Baltimore 
Pike Cemetery and right along the main thoroughfares. Other than that, the 
topography is very steep. All other constraints for the area are caused because of 
the topography. For example: the large rail yard just to the east of the area. This 
rail yard along with the topography and the Mill Creek together create a wall of 
1,000 feet of separation between the study area and Camp Washington. There 
are two ways to get through this barrier, through the Hopple Street Viaduct and 
the Western Hills Viaduct.  The topography also causes other connectivity and 
accessibility constraints such as dangerous intersections and many cul-de-sacs.

Realistically, none of the topographical features can be changed or flattened, so 
we looked at the steep topography in a different light. The topography creates 
uniqueness and gives the area character because there is no other place like 
it in Cincinnati or even the region. For example, the study area has about fifty 
different stairways. Some of these stairways are no longer open and are closed off 
for safety reasons and lack of use, but the infrastructure is there. Recently, there 
has been increasing attention to these neglected neighborhoods because of the 
Mill Creek Stream bank restoration projects and the “day lighting” of the Lick Run 
in South Fairmount with the Community Building Institute Plan (CBI). Also, there 
is preliminary work being planned for the reconstruction and replacement of the 
Western Hills Viaduct. Currently, the viaduct does not offer safe conditions for 
either pedestrian or bicycle access. One of the primary needs for the new viaduct 
is that it fixes the problem of the poor pedestrian and bicycle accessibility. One of 
the primary opportunities related to the proposed viaduct is that it will improve 
pedestrian and bicycle accessibility.  

Figure 1: Ron Miller 

View from Sutter Ave. 
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Goals 

We identified four specific goals to address issues of isolation:

1) improve regional connectivity,
2) enhance neighborhood accessibility,
3) enable safe active transportation, and
4) reduce natural and built barriers.

Based on the four goals and existing conditions, we developed options to 
address each of these goals and improve internal and external connectivity 
within the neighborhood.  Each option includes components that range in scale 
and timeframe for implementation.

Recommendations 

Based upon a method of evaluation geared towards implementation feasibility, 
nineteen different options were narrowed down into the followingfour 
categories and ten preferred options, with a range of timeframes for 
implementation.  

Regional connectivity:

1) establish a gateway improvement program to make aesthetic and safety 
improvements on key intersections and gateways entering into the study area;
2) increase multi-modal transportation on the east-west Western Hills viaduct.

Neighborhood accessibility:

1) increase bus frequency over time, depending on how the study area grows 
and develops, and provide an alternative route along Fairmount Ave. to better 
serve the residents; 
2) develop more complete neighborhoods by providing alternative modes of 
transportation, such as collective taxis.

Active transportation:

1) implement a “fix it first” approach and repair existing pedestrian infrastructure 
such as stairs and sidewalks;
2) convert some of the main thoroughfares to complete and green streets with 
buffered bicycle lanes, room for buses, and better storm water management 
approaches;
3) provide a designated and separated “bicycle flat” along the Mill Creek for 
quick and convenient access to the urban core.

Natural and built barriers reduction: 

1) construct a gondola or cable transit system from English Woods to Cincinnati 
State and the University of Cincinnati, effectively creating a connection to the 
proposed uptown streetcar system.

Figure 2: Ron Miller 

The Mill Creek



CBI Plan Assessment

1. Provide more transportation choices
Develop safe, reliable, and economical transportation choices to decrease 
household transportation costs, reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign 
oil, improve air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and promote 
public health.
CBI discusses transportation and access by describing current conditions of the 
communities through walk score, vehicle ownership and public transportation . 
The walk score tells us the communities are car-dependent. Further, 79 percent of 
people in North Fairmount and 88 percent of people in South Fairmount drive to 
work, compared with 88 percent in Hamilton County. There are four primary bus 
routes that serve the community: the 49, 64, 6, and 21.  The plan recommends 
improving North-South street connections. From all communities feedback  has 
been shared about transportation desires indicating people want to use cleaner 
sidewalks, stairs and better public transportation.

From class site visits, we observed that the physical conditions of most of roads 
are not in good condition. Some sidewalks are uneven and blocked by weeds. 
Also, some roads and stairs are not safe for kids, the elderly or the disabled. 
Further there are no bike lanes on the roads we visited. Lastly some roads are 
with environmental problems, such as trash and potholes.

2. Promote equitable, affordable housing
Expand location and energy-efficient housing choices for people of all ages, 
incomes, races, and ethnicities to increase mobility and lower the combined 
cost of housing and transportation.
CBI mainly focuses on addressing vacant, blighted housing issues as well as 
relocation. Accordingly, the plan lists the possible strategies, including the 
existing community revitalization, new housing development, and cooperation 
with business development. Also, CBI sets a detailed plan for the English Woods, 
North Fairmount, South Fairmount and the Lick Run area during different time 
periods. In general, the plan is trying to create more housing choices for a 
diversified group of people, and to strengthen the relationship between business 
development so that it can be more attractive, active and adaptive to the market. 
However, the plan pays little attention to possiblities for energy-efficient housing. 

The visiting experience shows housing density is critical to revitalizing the 
neighborhood. There are lots of vacant parcels of land and abandoned housing 
left. The current status not only leaves an impression of lifelessness, but also 
brings about some safety worries. In order to attract more residents there is a 
great need for grocery stores, restaurants and other kinds of businesses. Also, 

easy access is necessary. Local residents need more traffic mode choices and a 
more walkable environment.

The goal is to create a much more accessible neighborhood. Based on the hilly 
natural characteristics of North Fairmount, there is a need to revitalize selected 
stairways. It is helpful to create a stairs inventory for the neighborhood, including 
the stairs location and current condition. Next, it will be decided which stairs we 
should maintain as well as new stairwells that can be added.

3. Enhance economic competitiveness
Improve economic competitiveness through reliable and timely access to 
employment centers, educational opportunities, services and other basic 
needs by workers, as well as expanded business access to markets.
The CBI plan discusses using paths and spaces to create affordable modal choices 
and safety measures to ensure the residents and business partners’ financial and 
livable needs are met, i.e. food and health. There is a demand for businesses and 
employment in the community as well as basic amenities for those living and 
working within the area. Further economic competitiveness should be rooted 
in the community’s ability and belief in services that should be provided and 
transcended from community bounds i.e. schools, skills and live/work principles.
Both safety and connectivity of pathways must improve for residents and 
business partners to sustain viable economic growth. There is a need to connect 
the community with the newest and most progressive modes of transportation 
and facilities in harmony to revitalize the place and to provide affordable 
transit options correlated to the appropriate positions based on the criteria of 
need, quantitative and qualitative information of place. The dilapidation of the 
community affects the prosperity of all and affects the existing conditions.

4. Support existing communities
Target federal funding toward existing communities—through strategies 
like transit-oriented, mixed-use development and land recycling—to 
increase community revitalization and the efficiency of public works 
investments and safeguard rural landscapes. 
This plan has a very strong aspect of community involvement.  The plan seems 
to recognize that despite the declining population and investment in the past 
decade there still is an existing diverse community.  The community vision part 
of the plan contains a list of community aspiration statements explaining what 
the community is, which really builds off of what is left in the community.  For 
example the plan recognized that the area surrounding the St. Leo’s Church

       |                    HUD’s Six Livability Principles
Introduction: The following assessment is a result of our review of the existing plan for this neighborhood prepared by the Community Building Institute (CBI) the 
assessment is based on level compliances with HUD’s six liveability principles. 
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should be an area that could serve as an important anchor for the community.  
With investment in the area adjacent to the church it would start to create a node 
or center area for the community that does not currently exist.  Also, the plan says 
that they will encourage property owners to buy up adjacent vacant property 
and provide classes for homeownership. These are parts of the plan that support 
the existing community.

St. Leo’s Church was a point of interest in the neighborhood.  Building off of 
this and investing around the church is a great start for supporting the existing 
community.  If there starts to be nodes of high density development this will help 
reinforce where bus stops and routes should be located. 

5. Coordinate and leverage federal policies and investment.
Align federal policies and funding to remove barriers to collaboration, 
leverage funding, and increase the accountability and effectiveness of all 
levels of government to plan for future growth, including making smart 
energy choices such as locally generated renewable energy.
CBI plan does a good job in leveraging the $250 million + investment in South 
Fairmount. The plan makes MSD’s work transparent by including the entirety of 
MSD’s plan within the CBI plan. The Lick Run focus area is solely focused on use, 
and a walkable corridor. This plan brings together all levels of government to 
create a vibrant mixed use neighborhood with recreational, waterway, and some 
retail amenities. Their goal is to make this area multi-generational and tries to 
build off of the planned work by MSD (federal decree), DOTE (City  transportation 
improvements), and land bank (County housing improvements). The only thing 
this plan does not address are the energy choices for the community, by not 
giving any reference to renewable energy. This plan could also do a better job of 
capitalizing on the Lick Run Project in North Fairmount and English Woods.  

During the site visit it became clear the North and South Fairmount areas have 
tremendous potential. As far as the natural setting, they have very unique 
topography with fantastic views and a dense green space that helps provide a 
tremendous dichotomy between rural and urban. The area is experiencing severe 
disinvestment and blighted properties, with very limited connectivity. Although 
the current connectivity is disjointed, the layout and historic infrastructure 
provides a framework that will be more than accommodating for a 21st century 
multi-modal transportation system., especially the use and re-use of the stair 
network.

6. Value communities and neighborhoods.
Enhance the unique characteristics of all communities by investing in 
healthy, safe, and walkable neighborhoods—rural, urban, or suburban.
CBI has an aspirational statement related to this principle: How to create valuable 
communities? It is a community with clean, safe, inviting streets, sidewalks, 
stairways, public spaces and health centers. People can go shopping, and get 
to services and jobs either by automobile, public transportation, walking, or 
bicycling. The community has no grocery store (with very limited access to fresh 
foods) and few nearby community resources. As a result of the steep topography 
in the neighborhoods, there are very few north-south connections.

The community is suffering from a decrease in population and a lack of community 
centers, and infrastructure, especially in the parks. Many houses are abandoned. 
There is much trash on the streets in community. The roads are in poor condition, 
with potholes and pavement problems, and lack sidewalks. Further there is a need 
for street lights on some roads and parks to increase safety and reduce crime.

Figure 3: HUD- rebuildingtogether.org



Reconnaissance

Introduction

The reconnaissance report consists of the following five different sections.   The 
goal of the reconnaissance report is to present the existing conditions of North 
and South Fairmount. 

 

Sections:

Surrounding Area Investment: Enabled us to gain an understanding of the 
community assets and investment within a close proximity to the area.

Street Network and Connectivity: We studied the street network and condition 
of infrastructure in order to make recommendations for existing and proposed 
street improvements.

Stairway Network: Given the extreme topography we studied the condition and 
network of the existing stairwells to generate a plan for future uses.

Bus Infrastructure: We closely examined the various bus routes and stops based 
on efficiency, accessibility, and effectiveness.

Bike Infrastructure and Safety: Examines bicycle opportunities through case 
studies, existing conditions, and various limitations.

 

Figure 4:  Figure: Neighborhood Location and Topography



Surrounding Area Investment
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Surrounding Area Investment

To the south and east of the study area there are a few large projects that are 
expected to begin soon or be completed in a few years.  With the massive 
reinvestment surrounding the area there will be some changes happening to 
North Fairmount and the English Woods area.  At this time it is hard to tell how 
these investments will effect the North Fairmount and English Woods area.

Campus Connections

Currently, the study area is only a 6 minute drive to and from Cincinnati State 
and a 7-9 minute drive to and from UC.  This is good to keep in mind if there is 
going to be some sort of education agriculture component in the plan.  The area 
already has quick automobile access to these large institutions.  

Figure 5:  Figure: Capital Investment Projects

Figure 6:  Figure: Campus Connections



Reconnaissance       |                    Surrounding Area Investment

Hopple Street Interchange

The top right bird’s eye view shows what the current configuration of the 
Hopple Street interchange looks like.  Below right is what the interchange will 
look like once all the work is completed.  The most noticeable changes are the 
Northbound ramp exits on the right side as opposed to the left side, an added on 
ramp for both I-74 and I-75 as opposed to further up north on Central Parkway, 
and a Hopple Street/Martin Luther King connector/intersection bypass is added 
to go over Central Parkway.  

When finished it should be assumed that with the dangerous intersection of 
Marin Luther King, Central Parkway and Hopple Street being bypassed that traffic 
will flow much easier.  It should be easier to travel from East to West as well as 
getting on and off Northbound I-75.  This affects North Fairmount because this 
interchange is one of the two that is accessible to North Fairmount; the other 
being the Western Hills Viaduct with its limited access to I-75.  Also, this is will 
provide better access from North Fairmount to Uptown with the hospitals, 
Cincinnati State and the University of Cincinnati.      

Figure 7:   Birds Eye View of Hopple Street
Source: Google Maps  

Figure 8: Birds Eye View of proposed Hopple Street Interchange

Source: http://www.i75millcreekexpressway.com   
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Western Hills Viaduct

•	 Half mile long
•	 55,000 vehicles per day
•	 Poor pedestrian and bicycle accessibility
•	 One of the project goals is to improve pedestrian and bicycle access
•	 When a group was surveyed and asked if construction closes the viaduct what crossing will you choose, 35% said Hopple Street Viaduct
•	 An initial public information session took place in January of 2012.  Most recently another public information session took place in September 

2013. 
•	 The most recent update is to build a new viaduct just south of the existing viaduct
•	 Set to cost $200 million 
•	 It is yet determined if it will be a double-decker bridge or a single level
•	 The team is looking for input on bicycle lanes and other transportation alternative improvements 
•	 A preferred alignment will hopefully be selected by 2014
•	 The principal structural engineer said that due to its size, complexity and cost associated with such a project it is not unusual for it to take 10 or 

more years to start construction. 

Figure 9: Birds Eye View of the Western Hills Viaduct
Source: Google Maps  



Internal and External Connectivity   
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Reconnaissance       |                     Street Network

Classification of Urban Street Hierarchy and Annual Average Daily 
Traffic (AADT) Volumes

Data has been collected on roads and streets in South Fairmount, North 
Fairmount and English Woods to represent the current status of the area.  
The area being studied is made up of minor arterials, collectors, but mostly 
local streets.  Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) rates were collected at 
the roads with high capacity and from this data it appears local residents 
use the inner core of the place while most others simply pass through the 
area.
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Street Connectivity

Connectivity standards can help with this endeavor as well.  Data was collected 
to assess internal and external connectivity.  Cul-de-sacs or dead end streets can 
cause safety hazards to residents when they are long and disconnected from 
other access points in the case of an emergency.  Further, when streets are too 
narrow, in poor condition or built in environmentally sensitive areas it can be 
dangerous for anyone using the connective pathway.  High speed limits cause 
accidents and inefficiency.   

AADT

Figure 10: Internal and External Connectivity
Figure 11: Street Class & AADT
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Analysis of Current Road ConditionConditions

Analyses were done to assess the pavement conditions 
of the area. 

The roads were assessed on the following scale:
•	 Poor- indicates major cracked and potholed paved 

roads  with large amounts of overgrown foliage and 
outdated and narrow paths;

•	 Moderate- standard highlights minor cracked 
pavement areas that are, sometimes narrow;

•	 Good- smoothly paved and wide roads.

The sidewalks were given a score one through five, 
indicating poor, major impovements needed, moderate, 
minor improvements needed, and good. The standards 
were objectively considered and both sides of the road 
were averaged into one score.

An inventory of the pavement conditions provides a 
strategy for repair and reconstruction.

Figure 13: Road Condition

Figure 12: Sidewalk Condition



Reconnaissance       |                    Street Safety

Safe Streets

Streets of successful cities must possess five main qualities in order to make 
safety a top priority:

1) A clear separation between public space and private space.
2) Eyes upon the street.
3) Sidewalks must have users on it fairly continuously.
4) A light system is complete and perfect.
5) Stairways are safe for people to use.

The four big issues for the study area are:

1. Stairways: most of the stairways lack handrails or lighting.
2. Parks: lack proper lighting and thus may increase criminal activity.  
3. Roads: the roads are dangerous to cross and sidewalks are not conducive for 

pedestrian mobility.
4. Accessibility: There are minimal channels for ADA and blind accessibility.

The map to the right shows the current safety conditions and needs of the 
pedestrian network.

Figure 14: Pedestrian Safety
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Figure 15: Street Conditions



Reconnaissance       |                    Stairway Network

Stairs

The study area has a very large stairway network consisting of 50 different 
stairways.  The map below indicates whether each stairway is open or closed.  
The table on the next page shows where each stairway begins and ends and an 
estimate of how long it is in feet.  Also, there are pictures to go along with some 
of the stairways.  Looking at that you can see that each stairway is very different.   

Current Condition

As one can observe by the map and adjoining pictures, the 
stair network in the community is in severe disrepair and 
would need significant safety improvements to complete 
a pedestrian network for the community.

Figure 17:  Stairway 29 Figure 18:  Stairway  3

Figure 16:  Stairway  Network Condition
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Id Length (Feet) Lowerend Upperend
1 899 Englishwoods
2 314 1864 Carll St 1865 Denham St
3 283 1824 Carll St 1823 Denham St
4 268 1661 Carll St
5 250 1601 Beekman St
6 251 1519 Beekman St
7 263 1821 Carll St
8 262 Macon St
9 276  1788 Denham St Pulte St
10 276 1786 Denham St Pulte St
11 279 1700 Pulte Ave
12 328 2601 Cummins St 2600 Beekman St
13 247 2568 Beekman St Dempsey St
14 326 2555 Liddell St 2557 Linden St
15 266 2533 Beekman St 2540 Liddell St
16 273 Fairmount Ave / Liddell St Waveland St
17 939 2521 Liddell St St Clair Park
18 92 1600 Waverly Ave Roosevelt School Annex
19 163 2405 Blaine Road Waveland Ave
20 257 1603 Tremont St Waverly Avenue
21 61 Harrison Ave Tremont St
22 260 1640 Harrison Ave 1615 Tremont Ave
23 153 1602 Montrose St 1660 Wickham Alley
24 292 1701 Montrose St 1701 Harrison Ave
25 55  Wickham Alley 1701 Montrose St
26 154  1730 Wickham Alley  1731 Montrose St
27 271 1767 Westwood Ave 1760 Esmonde St
28 211 1825 Westwood Ave  1800 Forbus
29 183 1740 Harrison Ave Everglade Place
30 138 1762 Harrison Ave  2473 Everglade Place
31 186 871 1/2 Westwood Ave 1842 Forbus St
32 35 1847 Forbus St 1849 Forbus St
33 45 SE corner of Margaret St Forbus St
34 185 2302 Quebec Rd 2295 Schoedinger Av
35 298  2260 Schoedinger Ave 2261 Margaret St
36 128 1901 Wickham Alley  1901 Montrose St
37 126 Wickham Alley  1917 Montrose Av
38 128 1924 Montrose St  1926 Horton St
39 249 1926 Horton St 1899 Biegler St
40 47 1867 Harrison Av 1872 Biegler St
41 257 1891 Horton St 1871 Beigler St
42 135  Montrose St  1891 Horton St
43 174 1652 Tremont St 1689 Blaine Rd
44 301 2473 Everglade Place 2467 McBrayer St
45 313 Pinetree Street 1571 Knox St
46 264 2600 Linden St 2587 Liddell St
47 185 2664 Linden St
48 277 Macon St
49 272 Denham St Pulte St
50 289  Pulte St

Master List of Existing Stairways

Figure 19:  Stairway   Images



Reconnaissance       |                     Bus Stops

Bus Stops

This analysis shows the current bus stops in the area and walking distance 
around each.  The walkable distance here is 1,300 feet and is calculated by the 
road network.  The red circles are “problem areas” that are not serviced by a bus 
stop and route.  The residents that live within the problem areas have to walk a 
farther distance to get on the bus.  Based on this map the biggest area of concern 
is on Fairmount Street in the middle of the study area. 

Figure 20:  Bus Stop Access and Walkability
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The map below was provided by the Cincinnati Bicycle Transportation Plan 
and helps show the routes, and level of use from most bikers within the 
city.  Notice the lack of activity in the study area (the circle). This is clear 
that biking conditions are not suitable enough to generate biking trips.

Bike Infrastructure

When performing a reconnaissance report determining the feasibility and 
complicating factors to urban cyclist for an area, it is imperative to have an 
understanding of the area’s topography, street layout and vehicle traffic, bike 
network (or lack thereof ), and the potential for safe travel.  

Given the severe topography and disjointed connectivity to the rest of the 
city, especially to the east, a bike network of this nature will be difficult to plan.  
However, by gaining a greater understanding of the physical boundaries within 
Cincinnati, and by reviewing effective bicycle case studies from cities, we hope to 
determine a more effective approach to biking within the community.

The map above illustrates the steep topography conditions surrounding the 
study area (in the circle).  The darker the green the steeper the slope.  The white 
areas represent relatively flat areas.  

The map from the Cincinnati Bicycle Transportation Plan focused on physical 
barriers that limit a bicyclist from commuting efficiently within the city.  The 
barrier map to the left shows intimidating roads, dangerous intersections, severe 
topography and major obstructions.  

The severity of slope, traffic and the safety limitations to the east will be a primary 
focus when determining where to place bike infrastructure.   

Biking Demand

Bicycle InfrastructureReconnaissance       |                    

Figure 21:  Cincinnati Bike Plan Bike Barriers
Source: http://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/bikes/

Figure 22:  Cincinnati Bike Plan  Origins and Destinations

Source: http://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/bikes/



Reconnaissance       |                    

Cincinnati Bicycle Transportation Plan

The Cincinnati Bicycle Transportation Plan incorporated ideas and interests from 
the biking communities, by reaching out to the community and incorporating 
as much public comment as possible.  Table 3 (to the right), from the Cincinnati 
Plan, highlights the types of barriers bicyclists encounter while on the streets. 

The bar graph below table 3 shows the responses from the public hearings about 
the Cincinnati Bicycle Transportation Plan.  The data highlights the many reasons 
within Cincinnati that prevents avid cyclists and regular citizens from biking 
more than they already do. As one can see, safety, bike lanes, bike trails, and the 
weather are the top reasons for reduced biking in Cincinnati. It is interesting to 
note, that topography plays a much lesser role in a citizen’s decision to ride a bike 
than previously thought by those against making Cincinnati into a bike friendly 
city.

The map to the left shows the biking infrastructure that existed in 2010, according 
to the City of Cincinnati. The infrastructure is very limited and disjointed, which 
makes it impossible for a biker to follow a connected bike path to get from point 
A to point B.   When focusing on our area of study, it is clear little effort has been 
made to make biking a viable transportation mode for community residents. This 
is especially troubling when, according to Plan Cincinnati, 22 – 50% of homes 
within our area of focus do not own a vehicle. Bike lanes are an inexpensive 
and quick way to vastly improve mobility and accessibility within the City of 
Cincinnati, and a higher priority needs to be placed on the implementation of 
the Cincinnati Bicycle Transportation Plan.

Bicycle Infrastructure

Figure 23:  Cincinnati Bike Plan - Existing Bicycle Network 
Source: http://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/bikes/

Figure 24:  Cincinnati Bike Plan - Bike Barriers
Source: http://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/bikes/
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Mill Creek Greenway Trail

The proposed work and improvement of the Western Hills Viaduct could lead to 
potential bike and pedestrian infrastructure connecting the east side to the west 
side.  The 2011 studio class proposed the building of a new Western Hills Viaduct 
for cars, and leaving the existing viaduct for a skyline park and bike connection.  
The newly proposed bike connection could be a main thoroughfare from the 
east side to the west side, effectively expanding upon and developing a more 
comprehensive bike route and plan. 

The Mill Creek Greenway Trail will be an important off street bike and pedestrian 
connection for our focus area.  This trail is planned to run parallel to the Mill Creek 
(it is highlighted in red), effectively highlighting its beauty and creating a vehicle 
free connection going from Salway Park and connecting to the Ohio River Trail 
downtown.    

Western Hills Viaduct

Figure 25:  Greenway Trail
Source: http://groundworkcincinnati.org/greenways.php

Figure 26:  Neihoff Studio - Western Hills Viaduct Park

Source: http://zfein.com/architecture/whv/



Reconnaissance       |                    Bike Safety

Bike Safety

Safety is of primary concern when determining where to place bicycle 
infrastructure, due to the potential for disastrous outcomes.  One way to 
help improve upon safety of riders in an urban setting is to provide the 
necessary biking infrastructure.  

Types of Bike Infrastructure:

Share the Road Signage- This is primarily for low traffic and relatively safe 
streets, helping to remind automobiles that bikes are allowed and to five 
them at least 3 feet of space.  

Sharrows- Sharrows are painted arrows on the street with a bike emblem 
and again should be used in low traffic areas and down hills.

Bike Lanes- Bike lanes provide a barrier between the vehicle and bicyclist, 
giving the cyclist their own lane without having to ride in a traffic lane.  
This greatly reduces bike accidents and makes vehicles more aware the 
biker exists.

Cycle Tracks- Cycle track are being proposed by the city of Cincinnati 
in several areas, including the Hopple Street and Western Hills Viaducts.  
These are buffered bike lanes which allow the biker more riding room and 
a safer commute on the street. 

Figure 27:  Cincinnati Bike Crashes
Source: http://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/bikes/

Source: http://blog.ospreypacks

Figure 28:  Biking by the numbers
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This past year Cleveland 
completed their proposed 
complete streets plan, as well as 
mechanisms for implementation.  
Cleveland has recognized the 
importance for a comprehensive 
approach to complete streets, 
and put a lot of effort into 
ensuring the complete streets 
will be implemented on the most 
practical and implementable 
streets.   

Cleveland examined several 
parameters of each street to 
determining where complete 
streets would work best.  

Our group looked to Cleveland 
and their typology characteristics 
to determine what streets would 
make effective complete streets 
within our study area.  Our group 
will take into account where 
business districts and office space 
are being and developed, and 
will propose complete streets 
accordingly.

Complete Streets Case Study - Cleveland, Ohio

Figure 30: Example Typology Map
Source: https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&c-

d=5&ved=0CE4QFjAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwebapp.cleveland-oh.

Source: https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&-
source=web&cd=5&ved=0CE4QFjAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwebapp.

Figure 29:  Cleveland Street Typologies



Opportunities and Constraints

Opportunities

The opportunities and constraints primarily focused on a transportation 
approach.  The opportunities are things exist that we could build off of and 
enhance to make the study area more accessible from within and out.  While the 
constraints are barriers or roadblocks that are preventing the study area from 
being connected both outside and in.  

•	 There are a few scattered grid like pattern of roads.  The grid patterns are 
separated or not complete because of the steep topography that exists.  
These grid patterns are opportunities in the sense that they should be 
connected in some way.  

•	 The green dotted lines on the opportunities and constraints map represent 
pedestrian connections that can be made by “pedestrianizing” the existing 
street.  These streets can be turned into complete, green streets that offer 
different types of transportation other than just cars.  

•	 It is recognized that the Western Hills Viaduct is an opportunity because there 
are plans to completely rebuild it.  With the new construction this leaves for 
opportunities to not only enhance automobile traffic but also bicycles and 
pedestrians in which the current viaduct is lacking in. 

•	 The numerous stairways in the study area are an opportunity.  If these are 
repaired and if safety is enhanced then they could add a unique touch to 
the area.  

•	 Currently, Seegar Avenue and Trevor Place that connect North Fairmount to 
Fairmount Avenue are one ways.  If these streets are made to two ways then 
it would increase the connectivity between North Fairmount and Fairmount 
Avenue.  

•	 The plan for the Mill Creek Bikeway Trail is recognized as an opportunity to 
increase bicycle traffic in the area.  

•	 There are bus routes in the area but it is believed they could be altered to 
become more efficient.  

•	 There are only a few large areas that are flat in the study area.  These two 
areas are the English Woods area in the north and St. Clair Park.  These are 
prime areas for development due to their topography.  

•	 There is a potential connection to Mt. Airy via forested trails.  A greenway trail 
of some sort could connect the study area to the Mt. Airy Forest which has 
several hiking trails.  

 

•	 As stated before, the steep slopes of the study area is one of the biggest 
barriers holding the area back from being accessible and connected.  

•	 As opposed to the Western Hills Viaduct, there are no plans to reconstruct 
the Hopple Street Viaduct.  While the Hopple Street Viaduct may be easy to 
get across via car, it does not provide many opportunities for other modes 
like bicycles and pedestrians.  

•	 Due to the topography and lack of street grid pattern in most areas there are 
some dangerous intersections from five-way intersections to awkward and 
obscure angles in roads.  

•	 Labeled on the map are spots where there were unsafe conditions, whether 
that  be no handrails on stairs or lack of lighting on sidewalks.  

•	 Along with the steep topography throughout, there are the large barriers of 
I-75 and the railway that disconnect the study area to the east.  These barriers 
make it hard for the study area to be connected with Camp Washington, 
Clifton and University Heights neighborhoods.  

•	 The last constraint is the amount of cul-de-sacs that are in the study area.  
These cul-de-sacs make the area very hard to get around.    Only a few are 
displayed to the right.

Constraints
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Community Boundary

Figure 31:  Opportunities and Constraints Map



Framework Analysis       |                    

Based upon our opportunities and constraints we came up with ten different 
ideas or potential options to make this study area better connected.  

1) There are three different gateway areas that are entrances into the study area.  
If these gateways are made more attractive and memorable for neighbors and  
visitors then it will increase the accessibility of the study area.  

2) There are a few different opportunities to create green complete streets.  These 
streets would have different types of transportation options such as using the 
automobile, the bus, bikes or by walking.  These streets are currently thought 
to be the main thoroughfares in the study area: Queen City Ave., Beekman St.,  
Fairmount Ave. and Baltimore Ave.  

3) One of the bus routes could be altered to reach a larger population than it 
currently does.  This bus route runs along Harrison Avenue.  A suggestion is to 
move this to continue through Fairmount Avenue where the housing stock is 
much more dense than it is in that same stretch on Harrison Avenue.  

4) It was noticed that there may be an opportunity for a trail connection from the 
parks and new Lick Run area to North Fairmount.  

5) The stairway network needs to be improved.  Most of the current stairways are 
inaccessible or are unsafe for frequent use.  These stairs should and could provide 
the link to major amenities.  

6) It is believed that turning Seegar Avenue and Trevor Place would help connect 
the Fairmount Avenue area to the North Fairmount neighborhood.  

7) The street grid systems should be built off of and continued where appropriate.  
The more 90 degree angles the better because it creates safer roadway conditions 
and eliminates blind curves.  

8) It is hoped that the Western Hills Viaduct reconstruction will help provide more 
multi-modal connections between the study area and the whole Cincinnati area 
with its access to I-75 and the central business district.  

9) The work being done for the Lick Run Project will be a huge positive for the 
study area.  In the CBI plan there are elements to improve pedestrian visibility 
and create a recreational opportunity.  

10) There is some potential to connect Mt. Airy with the study area and would 
open up a large amount of people to the study area.          

Figure 32:  View from St,. Clair Park

Figure 33:  Beekam St. Pedestrian Access
Source: Ron Miller

Source: Ron Miller
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Gateways: Improve multi-modal connectivity 
and community attractiveness 

Complete Streets: Complete Streets with fre-
quent bus transportation
Bus Routes: Altenate bus route to better serve 
the community
Trails: Nature trail serving as a link from North 
Fairmount to the MSDGC Lick Run Project
Stairs: Improved pedestrian connectivity and 
link to major amenities
Street Connectivity: Proposed two way street 
connection
Street Grid: Preserve residential street grids and 
create right angles where possible to improve 
safety
Viaduct: Capitalize on Western Hills Viaduct 
Project and Create a multi-modal connection
Lick Run Project: Improve pedestrian visibility 
and create a residential opportunity
Mt. Airy Forest: Close proximity to the Mt. Airy 
Forest provides potential trail connnectivity

Gondola Network: Create an agriculture con-
nection to Cincinnati State and University of 
Cincinnati
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Figure 34:  Framework Map



Introduction:
Addressing the lack of connectivity in the North Fairmount vicinity requires 
an understanding of transportation features and design elements that make a 
community successful. Several analyses of the community were performed to 
determined several transportation constraints and issues to be addressed in order 
to improve accessibility. Given the severe topography, lack of basic amenities, 
and socio-economic demographic of the neighborhood, a large percentage of 
residents are without a car and cannot access the basics for a healthy life. 

Given the notable constraints for the neighborhood’s transportation network a 
plan is needed to address the following goals:

Goals:

      1. Improve regional connectivity

North and South Fairmount are locked by several natural and built  barriers, 
which prevent the community from creating important regional and economic 
connections. The goal is to enhance the ability for these communities by making 
vital connections through improving gateways, creating better east  to west 
connections, and enhancing connections between major partners and amenities.

     2. Enhance neighborhood accessibility

Neighborhood accessibility is a primary concern due to the severe topographical 
and built boundaries, and lack of basic amenities within the communities. 
Improvements are needed to better connect the current community to amenities, 
helping to create a more complete neighborhood and accessibility for everyone.

3. Enable safe active transportation

The promotion of active transportation choices can have numerous health, 
economic, and environmental benefits to a community. By providing the proper 
multi-modal infrastructure and ensuring the existing pedestrian infrastructure 
is safe and reliable, this community can effectively connect residents to basic 
amenities and improve the overall community health.  Identified are several 
options to improve multi-modal transportation within the community -- helping 
to make alternative transportation safe, efficient, and inexpensive.

  4. Reduce natural and built barriers

 North and South Fairmount are locked in by steep hills and an expansive industrial 
corridor, preventing any multi-modal connection to the east and west. This is a 
huge issue for this community because of the lack of automobiles and inability 
to access employment, groceries, legal or health aid, etc. In order to address 
this complex issue we propose several innovative and somewhat controversial 
options to help break down these barriers. If several options are implemented, 
the North and South Fairmount communities will be much easier to access and 
more attractive for current and future residents.

     

Options

Figure 35:  St. Francis Court Garden
Source:  http://southfairmount.org/
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Evaluation Criteria:

To determine which options were most important options were evaluated to 
see which would have the largest impact on improving connectivity in the 
study area. The level of existing infrastructure, cost, density served, community 
impact, and political feasibility were important factors in the analysis of the 
following proposed plans. Some of the options can stand alone as individual 
projects, while others can be grouped together. 

The evaluation matrix we used to asses our plan options can be found in the 
appendicies section.

Existing Infrastructure
Options with an appropriate level of existing infrastructure receive a higher priority 
than options that require creating new infrastructure. The existing infrastructure in 
the area is in severe disrepair, so transportation infrastructure should be improved 
before creating new structures.

Cost
Options that are expected to have low capital and operation costs will receive 
higher priority over options that are expected to have high capital and operation 
costs.

Density
Options that focus on current densely populated areas and promote future 
higher density receive higher priority than options that focus in areas that have 
low density.

Community Impact
Options that have an impact on the whole community receive a higher priority 
than options that have an impact on just one area of the community.

Political Feasibility
Options that are expected to have a high favorability among Cincinnati’s 
population are given higher priority than options that are expected to have low 
favorability among Cincinnati’s population.

Assumptions:

The Lick Run Project will serve as a catalyst to spur investment and 
growth within the community.

Safety will improve as blighted and vacant properties become rehabbed 
and livable.

Density will increase to make transportation improvements viable.

Neighborhood Business Districts will be developed as economic 
development occurs.

Basic amenities will be provided and improved upon as the community 
grows.

Figure 36: South Fairmount Recreation Area  

Source:  http://southfairmount.org/



Recommendations:
•	Signage	or	Directional	Signage	–	Provide	community	and	way	finding	signs	to	
improve community identity and indicate focal points.

•	Multi-modal	and	Pedestrian	Friendly	–Follow	the	principles	of	complete	streets	
by including the necessary infrastructure to enable safe, efficient, multi-modal 
transportation.

•	Green	Storm	Water	Infrastructure	–	Create	bio-swale	“Green	Street	Planters”	to	
improve water quality and management, and provide aesthetic improvements 
to the intersection.

Evaluations:
A gateway program could be fairly easily implemented based on the evaluation 
criteria used to assess the options. Most of the gateways have the necessary 
existing infrastructure and density to warrant the need for improvements, but 
the analysis determined the Western Hills Viaduct gateway would be the most 
practical and politically feasible option to redevelop because of the Lick Run 
Project.  One of the limiting factors wtih this proposal is the cost.  We gave the 
project an evaluation rating of 1 in terms of cost feasibility, but it recieved high 
marks for existing infrastructure, density/use, and community impact. These can 
be referenced in appendix IV.

Options

Option B:  Mt. Airy Connection through Nature Trail (Map/route)
Timeframe: 5-10 years

Introduction: 
The largest city park in the United States is only 1.5 miles from North Fairmount 
and is not connected via recreational trails. The abundant green space in North 
Fairmount could be the start of a green recreation corridor to provide pedestrian 
access to Mt. Airy Forest.

Evaluations:
Although the implementation of a nature trail to Mt. Airy forest does not sound 
like a difficult or costly project, it still requires a level of density and use to make 
the trail worthwhile.  This idea builds off of the common theme of sustainability 
and ecological improvements for the area by proposing a nature corridor for 
plants, animals and humans alike. As you can see by the evaluation table this 
proposal has been deemed favorable in terms of cost, but is lacking in existing 
infrastructure, level of use, and political feasibility. We feel the area is still in need 
of comprehensive transportation improvements and considering the crime and 
disinvestment in the area a recreational trail is not currently feasible to implement.  
Therefore, this idea should be implemented in 5-10 years and could be developed 
by Groundwork Cincinnati as a continuation of the Mill Creek Greenway Project.

Goal 1: Regional and Economic Connectivity
Option A: Gateway Improvement Program

Introduction: 
Gateways provide a vital initial impression of a community,  and the current 
gateways at Hopple Street and Western Hills Viaduct act as a pass through 
instead of an inviting route into the community. The current gateways are geared 
for the automobile, and lack any way finding, aesthetics, multi-use access and 
safety. In order to properly address these issues and increase the number of trips 
to the community, we propose the communities create phased investment in 
infrastructure, facade, and functionality improvements to their gateways.

Figure 37:  South Fairmount Gateway
Source:  http://southfairmount.org/

Figure 38:  Mt. Airy Forest
Source:  outsidecincy.com
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Recommendations
•	Implement	complete	street	principles	and	create	an	effective	multi-modal	east-
west connection
•	If	possible,	reduce	and	narrow	the	driving	lanes,	create	a	buffered	bike	path,	and	
provide at least 8 foot wide walking paths on both sides

Evaluation:  
Transitioning these two viaducts into multi-modal connections is going to be 
politically and fiscally difficult for the City of Cincinnati. Converting the Western 
Hills Viaduct into a multi-modal viaduct is going to be more attainable than the 
Hopple St. Viaduct because a new viaduct is already planned for Western Hills. 
This is going to be an extremely costly project and unfortunately it is difficult 
to envision the City of Cincinnati improving the Hopple St. Viaduct until it’s 
“functionally obsolete.”  These proposals would have a positive impact on North 
and South Fairmount and the other fifty communities in Cincinnati considering 
these are main east-west connections. Although these infrastructure projects are 
costly and might upset automobile traffic – it is imperative all users can travel 
across the Mill Creek and Railroad tracks safely. These projects ranked hig

Option C: Multi-Modal Viaducts

Introduction:

The study area is bound by two very important, yet primitive viaducts, which lack 
the basic amenities for all transportation users. These pieces of infrastructure are 
two of the most limiting and difficult East-West access points for multi-modal 
activity because they solely accommodate the automobile. This is why it is pro-
posed developing these roads into multi-modal viaducts: to create safe, efficient, 
multi-use travel.

1.  Western Hills Viaduct
 5-10 years

•		The	Cincinnati	DOTE	Department	is	currently	going	through	th	planning	
and development phase of the new Western Hills Viaduct, and has not offi-
cially announced a completion date for the project. Investment in the West-
ern Hills Viaduct along with the Lick Run Project will provide a catalyst for 
development in the region.  Given the lack of multi-modal connectivity to 
the urban core, it is encouraged that the planned viaduct include complete 
street practices. This will serve as a vital connection to the proposed bicycle 
infrastructure on Central Parkway and the city center. 

2. Hopple Street Viaduct
 10-20 years

•	The	Hopple	Street	Viaduct	currently	is	about	70	feet	wide	with	five	driving	
lanes; three lanes running west towards North Fairmount and two lanes 
running east towards Camp Washington.  There are a number of vehicle 
trips on the viaduct, one sidewalk along the north side of the viaduct,  and 
no bicycle infrastructure.  The lack of multi-modal infrastructure prevents    
a much needed active transportation connection to the adjacent commu-
nities, Camp Washington and Uptown. This connection is vital for both of 
these transitioning communities because this route leads to Uptown, the 
largest job center in Cincinnati.

Figure 39:  Multi-Modal Viaduct
Source:  Garnett Fleming/H2M2



Options

Goal 2: Neighborhood Accessibility

Option A: Bus Improvements through time

1. New Bus Route - Fairmount Ave.
                 Timeframe: 1-5 years

Introduction:
Currently, 63.5% of the area is walkable (i.e., within 1,300 ft.) to a bus stop, but 
considering the severe slopes there are significant areas that fall outside of 
being a walkable distance to a bus stop. Fairmount St. is a prime example of a 
neighborhood that is isolated by its topography and cannot easily access the 
public transportation line on Harrison.

Recommendations:
It is proposed that Metro moves route 21 from along Harrison Ave. to Fairmount 
Ave. Although roadway improvements are being made to Harrison Ave., 
Fairmount Ave. has a much lower vacancy and abandonment rate than along 
Harrison Ave.  There are two bus stops that should be added to the altering of 
bus route 21 on Fairmount Ave.

2. Increasing Bus Frequency over time
                 Timeframe: 10 - 15 years

Introduction: 
Based on the frequency of the current bus transportation network through the 
study area, 18.3% bus routes run at 15-30 min. intervals, and 81.7% of the bus 
routes run at 30-60 min. intervals with bus routes 6, 27, 49 and 64. Metro provides 
a reduced service to this area because of high housing vacancy, a decreased 
population, and a lack of opportunities within the neighborhoods. However, with 
the Lick Run project as well the proposed mixed use areas on Queen City and 
Beekman Ave. there will eventually be a need for more frequent bus service, as 
population increases.

Recommendation:
Once the areas reach an acceptable level of density for higher bus frequency or 
BRT, it should be provided.

Evaluation: 
These recommendations are the most straightforward out of all the options 
provided. We recommend Metro make a route change to better serve the current 
community, and increase frequency to serve the future community. The new bus 
route could be implemented easily and recieved high marks in the evaluation 
matrix. This optionwill not cost anything, will improve connectivity within the 
community, and will serve a higher density. Increasing the frequency of certain 
routes will be more difficult to implement due to political opposition and lack 
of required density. Increased frequency would be more costly for Metro and 
therefore might need to reallocate resources from a different route.
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Proposed Frequency Improvements
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Legend

Figure 40:  Bus Improvment Map

Figure 41:  Go Metro
Source:  http://www.go-metro.com/
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2. Lick Run Shuttle
                 Timeframe: 10 - 15 years

In order to overcome steep slopes, a divided land use pattern, and connect the 
Neighborhood Business Districts (NBDs) to the center city – a community shuttle 
service (like the SouthBank Shuttle) is a good option. The shuttle route would 
connect the NBDs and make a direct route to the urban core and streetcar route.

Recommendation:
When density and development allows, it is proposed to provide a frequent 
shuttle service as a trackless continuation of the streetcar. This will hopefully act 
as a transportation and economic development project to connect the Lick Run 
Park and surrounding business districts to the streetcar network.

Evaluation: 
Mobility and access within these communities is extremely low, and considering 
Metro is on a tight budget, proposed are a couple alternative transportation 
options. The two options proposed, the collective taxi and Lick Run Shuttle, can 
provide a phased approach to improve mobility for current and future residents. 
The collective taxi system is a practical and easily implementable option for the 
residents of these communities. This system will directly impact mobility in the 
communities, has a market for success, will create local jobs, and will not cost 
the City of Cincinnati any money. The Lick Run Shuttle will be more difficult to 
implement due to cost and density restrictions, but this system could provide a 
connection from the streetcar to the Lick Run Park and business district.

Option B: Access to Amenities/Complete Neighborhoods – Alternative       
Transportation Options
Timeframe: 5 – 15 years 

Introduction: 
A complete neighborhood includes efficient transportation options that are 
safe, affordable, reliable, and provide access to social resources and community 
amenities. As a temporary solution to long travel times to amenities and social 
services (until alternatives are developed within the neighborhoods’ borders), 
mobility services will be presented as a possible scenario.

1. Collective Taxi
                  Timeframe: 1- 5 years

We propose the community spearhead a campaign to acquire a collective taxi 
system between several communities. 

The collective taxi system is a combination between a private taxi and a pub-
lic bus and will either be run by a private company or non-profit. It work by 
charging a flat rate, running on a semi fixed route picking residents up at bus 
stops, and minimizing cost by moving when the taxi is at a certain capacity. 

This transportation system is extremely effective in developing countries and 
has seen recent success in Houston, with “The Wave.”

Recommendation:
Provide incentives for a collective taxi service to develop in the area and work 
with the community to make it as effective as possible. Taxi vouchers could be 
distributed in the area for disabled and low income community.

Figure 42:  Collective Taxi Icon
Source:   iru.org

Figure 43:  South Bank Shuttle
Source:   http://www.tankbus.org/
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Goal 3:  Active Transportation
Option A: Fix it first-- Walkability Improvements

Introduction: 
Sidewalks and stairs are in severe disrepair and are deemed unsafe in a large 
section of the study area. This is why we are proposing a fix-it-first work program 
for all pedestrian infrastructures. Based on the map of sidewalk conditions, in 
the reconnaissance section, it is evident vast improvements to the pedestrian 
network can and should be made.  

1. Sidewalk improvements
Timeframe: 1 – 10 years

Improve the current condition of sidewalks based on sidewalk evaluation. Priority 
to repair sidewalks should be given to sidewalks along Sutter, Pulte, Denham, 
Carl, Baltimore, Seegar, and Fairmount because these are the main residential 
streets. Beekman, Liddell, Linden, Grand, and Amore are also important to focus 
on because they provide a necessary north-south pedestrian connection.

•	 	Complete	the	sidewalks	on	the	following	streets:	Sutter,	Pulte	and	Baltimore	
Ave. Knox, Northside
•		ADA	Accessibility	-	The	plan	should	consider	ramp	equipment	to	the	sidewalks	
to serve the disabled and ensure ADA accessibility is achieved.    

Priority should be given to the existing defective stairs based on the result of 
stairway evaluation. Currently, there is a total of fifty stairs in the study area.   Out 
of the fifty, twenty one of them are in a good condition which means they are 
clean, with continuous handrails, and have the potential for a safe surrounding 
environment. Most of the other stairways need either repair work or some work 
done to appear safer and more inviting. 

Evaluation:
The “Fix-it-first” walk-ability improvement program is an important practical step 
for these communities to improve active transportation. These communities have 
a comprehensive network of existing infrastructure, but a large portion of the 
network are in severe disrepair. Improving upon the sidewalk and stair network 
will help make the area more livable, safe, and healthier. Both of these proposals 
have a greater potential of being implemented because of the significant existing 
infrastructure, comprehensive community impact, and will eventually have the 
density to support it.

2.  Stairway Improvements
Timeframe: 5 – 10 years

Considering the geological features of slope, the stairways can function as 
an essential means of access in the study area.  While many stairs have some 
degree of dysfunction, the major problems of the stairway network are the safety 
concerns (lacking proper handrails and lighting), overgrown vegetation, as well 
as fragmented and antiquated segments. CBI’s transportation plan intends to 
clean up some of the stairs including repairing the stairs between Marquette 
Manor and Baltimore Avenue. 

Current Condition Proposed Condition

Current Condition: Cummins St.
Proposed Condition: Cummins St.

Figure: thedailycity.com

Figure 44:  Cummins St.
Source:   Googlemaps

Figure 45:  Complete Street Rendering
Source:   www.thedailycity.com

Figure 46:  Stair 24 Figure 47:  Safe and Clean Stair
Source:   www.thedailycity.com
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Option B: Complete and Green Streets 
Timeframe: 10 – 20 years

A proposal to build complete and green streets on several of the streets running 
through and connecting within our community is suggested. A “Complete and 
Green Street” is a street that provides equal accessibility, safety, and functionality 
for all transportation modes and incorporates a green storm water management 
component to improve water quality within the region.  These streets are vital to 
the community in order to improve multi-modal accessibility, create a sense of 
place, and improve pedestrian safety.

1. Beekman St..

Beekman St. is a post commercial/industrial North and South street connection 
between North and South Fairmount and will provide one of many links to the 
Lick Run and Western Hills Viaduct improvements.

2. Fairmount Ave.

Fairmount St. has potential to become a complete street because of the potential 
for residential density, St. Claire Park, and the proposed new bus route.

3. Baltimore Ave.
Baltimore Ave. is a 60 ft. wide street that has a lot of potential for sustainable 
transportation and an effective Neighborhood Business District in North 
Fairmount considering the potential for development within its adjacent grid 
like residential area. . 

¯0 0.4 0.80.2 Miles

Baltimore Avenue

Fairmount Avenue

Queen City Avenue

Beekm
an Street

Phase I

Phase II

Phase II

Phase I

Recommendations:
•	 Complete and Green streets:  Mass Transit Hubs, buffered green bike 

paths, sidewalks, green storm water infrastructure, and parking on one 
side of the street.

•	 Improve safety, water management, and pedestrian access
•	 Minor improvements and creative complete streets

Example Complete Street

Evaluation:

A phased complete and green streets prioritization program is recommended for 
selected community streets. This program would dramatically improve mobility 
for all users within the community, and would improve water quality within the 
City of Cincinnati. This is a long term recommendation and is included to ensure 
the street improvement on Queen City has complete and green street principles. 
Queen City Ave. should be the first of many complete and green streets within 
the study area. This program has several constraints including, cost, political 
feasibility, and density.  Although this program has significant barriers these are 
vital infrastructure improvements for improved livability, mobility, and access.

Figure 48:  Complete Street Plan

Figure 47:  Complete Street  Icon
Source:   http://reno-rambler.blogspot.

Figure 49:  Complete Street  Image
Source:  streetmix.com
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Goal 4: Barrier Breakdown
Option A: Proposed streets – too costly
Timeframe: 5 – 15 years

Introduction:

We agreed with CBI’s decision to propose two streets within the study area, 
Trevor Place and Seegar St. The  rehab of these two streets will greatly improve 
the North - South connection between the three communities.  Through our 
analysis we determined a third street should be proposed in order to connect  
the residential area of North Fairmount, to the residential pocket on Fairmount 
Ave., and then to the Lick Run Project area. This will create a clear connection to 
the Lick Run Project by all communities.

Recommendation:

Harrison to Waverly 

Build an angle street to connect Harrison Ave. at the turn, to Waverly St. where 
it connects to Blaine Rd. This would help connect North Fairmount to the Lick 
Run Project and build off the already planned Trevor St. expansion from the 
Community Building Institute plan.

Evaluation: 
Considering the lack of north-south connectivity between the three communities 
within the study area, the proposed streets from the CBI plan and the one we 
proposed should be built for improved community connection. These roads 
would effectively connect two main areas of proposed development to North 
Fairmount. However, this proposal did not rank highly on our evaluation matrix  
due to high cost and  a lack of political feasibility. These streets are desperately 
needed but it has become apparent through our analysis that alternative 
transportation options to the automobile should take priority.

Option C: Mill Creek Bicycle Track
Timeframe: 1 – 10 years
 
Recommendation:

Bicycle Track- Considering the Mill Creek Greenway Trail runs along a valley 
leading towards the Cincinnati urban core, half of the path should be used 
as a bicycle track. This cycle track would provide a flat, efficient, and safe 
route for bicyclists that connect residents to the amenities and jobs in the 
urban core.

Evaluation:
Implementing a flat bicycle track like the one we are proposing should 
be attainable, because the Mill Creek Greenway Path has already been 
proposed. The path should be widened to allow a buffered high speed 
path for bicyclists. Currently there is not infrastructure along the route 
line, so this idea is up to the Mill Creek Greenway trail extension and 
political acceptance. This recommendation scored higher than others in 
the evaluation matrix (found in appendix IV) because it has significant 
partners, is cost effective, aids the community, and will provide siginifican 
economic benefits.

¯0 0.5 10.25 Miles

Figure 50:  Cycle Track Map



Evaluation:

These visionary ideas could significantly alter the shape and feel of the community 
for the better, but there are constraints that could prevent the project. These 
constraints include the cost of the initial infrastructure and maintenance, the 
density or constant use needed, and the liability issues the City could face. Having 
said that, this is projected to be a 20+ year vision so there is no way of knowing 
what the community will look like and what other constraints might pop up. 
The gondola to Cincinnati State has tremendous possibility with the proposed 
agriculture research facility and eco-village on English Woods. This project could 
put Cincinnati on the map as having the most innovative urban agriculture 
components than any other city. This connection could eventually connect to an 
uptown location along the streetcar route. 
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Option B: Gondola
Timeframe: 20 + years

Introduction:
The North and South Fairmount communities are envisioned to flourish after the 
massive investments from the Lick Run Project, Western Hills Viaduct, and the I-75 
improvements are complete. These investments, along with strategically planned 
NBD’s, research institutions, residential areas, and recreational facilities, will help 
repopulate the area in several locations and could require more transportation 
options. One exciting way to address the railroad and mill creek barrier is to 
create a connection via gondola or sky tram. 

Recommendation:
We recommend a connection be made from the proposed agriculture research 
facility on English Woods to Cincinnati State and their Urban Agriculture 
component. If connected to Cincinnati State, English Woods would be able to 
effectively transport students, visitors, and crops to the proposed agriculture 
research development on English Woods. This tram could be the start of a 
network, and could eventually lead to Uptown – connecting with phase two of 
the streetcar.

Figure 51:  Gondola Rendering
Source:   http://gondolaproject.com/

Figure 52:  Gondola Image
Source:   http://gondolaproject.com/
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Preferred Plan

Future Visualization – 

As shown by the figure below, the future concepts for this study area are 
very different than what is currently in place. Considering it solely focused on 
connectivity within the region, the plan should harmonize with the other five 
chapters to ensure the transportation proposals connect with the other chapter 
ideas. The options are unique and diverse, which is necessary when planning for 
an isolated community in plain sight, much like the focus communities. There are 
many options, but after evaluating them only eight options could stand together 
and were feasible for implementation.

The preferred connectivity plan proposed here compliments the plan the 
CBI put together for the Cincinnati Metropolitan Housing Authority. The 
transportation infrastructure improvements they recommended remain 
and are built upon, such as the conversion of Trevor St. into a two-way, the 
continuation of Gieger St., and the repairs to one of the stairwells. Some of 
the options work in conjunction with those proposed by CBI. An example 
of this is the coordination along Fairmount St. with our proposed new bus 
route running through the proposed residential infill by CBI.

The connectivity improvements offer access to all residents within the 
study area and are planned to be implemented in a phased approach, so 
all current and future residents are being considered. The options proposed 
here are significantly more expensive than the three options the CBI plan is 
considering, but also only focus on connectivity options  as a continuation of 
what CBI might have recommended if they had more of a connectivity focus. 
The main goal is to educate the community on our proposed transportation 
options and ensure they are thinking about effective transportation in the 
future -- before it’s too late. 

Community Building Institute: Plan Alignment

Figure 53:  Preferred Plan

Figure 54: CBI Logo

Source: http://www.xavier.edu/communitybuilding/  
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Short Term: 1 - 10 years

Gateway Improvement Program

Gateways provide a vital initial impression of a community, and the current 
gateways at Hopple Street and Western Hills Viaduct act as a pass through 
instead of an inviting route into the community. The current gateways are 
geared for the automobile, and lack any way finding, aesthetics, and multi-
use access and safety. In order to properly address these issues and increase 
the number of trips to the community, we propose the communities create 
phased investment in infrastructure, facade, and functionality improvements 
to their gateways.

Recommendations

Goal 1: Improve regional connectivity

Implementation: 

A gateway program could be fairly easy to implement based on the 
evaluation criteria we used to assess our options. Most of the gateways 
have the necessary existing infrastructure and density to warrant the 
need for improvements, but it has been determined the Western Hills 
Viaduct gateway would be the most practical and political feasible to 
redevelop - because of the Lick Run Project. This gateway would be 
improved during the Lick Run Project and will create a template for the 
two other gateways to eventually replicate.  MSDGC and DOTE will be 
major partners in the gateway improvement program because of the 
ability to improve transportation and water quality in the region. The 
cost of these gateway capital projects would be substantial, but the 
economic benefits to the community would far outweigh the capital 
cost.  We argue the community needs to look at this investment as the 
initial step to spur growth in the communities. 

Implementation Partners:

North Fairmount Gateway Rendering

Figure 55: Stormwater Infrastructure

Figure 56: Wayfinding & Signage

Figure 57: Multi-modal

Figure 58: MSDGC Logo

Source: MSDGC  

Figure 59: KCB Logo

Source: KCB  

Figure 60: Planning & Buildings Logo

Source: Planning & Buildings  
Figure 61: Transportation & Eng. Logo

Source: Transportation & Eng.  

Figure 62: Gateway Rendering
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1.

2.

3.

1. Lick Run East & West Gateway Improvement
 Timeframe: 1-5 years

There will be a lot of investments along Queen City and Westwood 
Ave. given the amount of work to begin on the Lick Run Project. We 
want to ensure this project can have the largest community impact, 
so we propose developing attractable gateways from the Western Hills 
Viaduct, heading west, and along Westwood, going east.

Hopple Street Gateway Improvement 
 Timeframe: 5-10 years

The Hopple Street viaduct is currently a constraint of the study area 
and is one of the primary access points for the North Fairmount area, 
at the intersection of Hopple Street and Beekman Street. Currently, this 
intersection acts as an eastwest thoroughfare and does not help attract 
vehicle trips into the community. Given this intersection is the !rst, and 
sometimes only, impression of North Fairmount it is vital the intersection 
is improved in the suggested ways.

3. Baltimore Ave. Gateway Improvement
 Timeframe: 10 – 15 years

Like many of the gateways in North and South Fairmount, Baltimore 
Ave. will be considered for speed reduction and aesthetic improvements 
to the intersection. The connection from Western Northern Blvd. to 
Baltimore Ave. can be a main entry point for the North Fairmount area 
and can help spur development along Baltimore Ave. Baltimore Ave is 
a prominent road that runs through the heart of North Fairmount and 
connects to Beekman St., the main North-South connection.

Prioritized Gateway Locations

Figure 63: Gateway Prioritization Map
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Short Term: 1 - 10 years
Goal 3: Active Transportation 

Sidewalks and stairs are in severe disrepair and unsafe in large 
sections of the study area -- which is why the proposed a fix-it-first 
work program for all pedestrian infrastructure has been suggest-
ed. Based on the map of sidewalk conditions (found in recon-
naissance) it is evident there are vast improvements that can and 
should be made to the pedestrian network.  

Phase I: 1 - 5 years

Sidewalks: Priority should be given to repair sidewalks along Sutter, 
Pulte, Denham, Carl, Baltimore, Seegar, and Fairmount because these 
are the main residential streets. Beekman, Liddell, Linden, Grand, and 
Amore are also important to focus on because they provide a neces-
sary north-south pedestrian connection.

Stairs: Improve stairwell safety and visibility on the steep slope areas 
and densely residential areas: North Fairmount between Sutter and 
Denham, Between Beekman and Linden.

Fix it first -- Walk-ability Improvements

Figure 64: Phase I Pedestrian Improvement Map

Figure 65:  San Francisco  Mosaic Staircase
Source: http://www.mymodernmet.com/profiles/blogs/16th-ave-
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Fix it first -- Walk-ability Improvements

Phase II: 5 - 10 years

Sidewalks: Complete the sidewalks on Sutter, Pulte and Balti-
more Ave. Knox, and Northside. 
•	 ADA Accessibility - The plan should consider ramp equip-

ment to the  sidewalks to serve the disabled and ensure 
ADA accessibility is achieved.    

Stairs: Add stairs where needed to strengthen pedestrian ac-
cessibility, and ensure stairs are safe and aesthetically pleasing.

Implementation: 

The “Fix-it-first” walk-ability improvement program is an important practical step for these com-
munities to improve active transportation. These communities have a comprehensive network 
of existing infrastructure, but a large portion of the network is in severe disrepair. Improving 
upon the sidewalk and stair network will help make them more livable, safe, and healthier. 
Both of these proposals have a greater potential of being implemented because of the signif-
icant existing infrastructure,  and comprehensive community impact. We proposed a phased 
approach because the communities need the level of density to increase and crime to decrease 
for these networks to be effective.  Safety is a primary concern with all proposed pedestrian 
infrastructure. 

Implementation Partners:

•	Cincinnati	Department	of	Transportation	&	Engineering
•	North	Fairmount	Community	Council
•	Spring	in	our	Steps

Figure 67:  San Francisco  Mosaic Staircase
Source: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pe-

Figure 66:  Phase II Pedestrian Improvement Map
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Short Term: 1 - 10 years

Goal 2.Neighborhood Accessibility

Collective Taxi Service

A complete neighborhood includes efficient transportation options that 
are safe, affordable, reliable, and provide access to social resources and 
community amenities. As a temporary solution to long travel times to 
amenities and social services (until alternatives are developed within the 
neighborhoods’ borders), mobility services will be presented as a possible 
scenario. 

Recommendations

A small collective taxi system should run through the night to offer transporta-
tion services for community residents that work or need amenities at all hours. 
The collective taxi system is a combination between a private taxi and a public 
bus and we envision will initially be run by a non-profit. It works is by charging 
a flat rate, running on a semi fixed route –picking residents up at bus stops, and 
minimizes cost by moving when the taxi reaches a certain capacity.

•	 Provide incentives for a collective taxi service to develop in the area and 
work with the community to make it as effective as possible. Taxi vouchers 
should be distributed in the area for disabled and low income community.

Implementation:

Mobility and access within these communities is extremely low, and consid-
ering Metro is on a tight budget, a practical alternative transportation option 
is proposed. The collective taxi system is a practical and easily implementable 
option to improve access for community residents. This system will positively 
impact mobility in the communities, has a potential market for success, and 
will create local jobs. We hope the City of Cincinnati will be able to fund a 
small voucher program for disabled and low income residents, and provide 
incentives to help create such a system. Considering the market is not ideal 
currently, we propose the North Fairmount Community Center and partners 
coordinate to provide this much needed transportation alternative for cur-
rent residents.

Partners 
•	 City of Cincinnati
•	 North Fairmount Community Center
•	 South Fairmount Community Council
•	 Metro

Figure 68: Collective Taxi Image
Source: startupitalia.eu

Figure 69: Image
Source:couleurcafe.be
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Medium Term: 10 - 20 years

Multi-Modal Viaducts

Goal 1.Improve regional connectivity 

Western Hills Viaduct

The study area is bound by two very important, yet primitive viaducts, which 
lack the basic amenities for all transportation users. These pieces of infra-
structure are two of the most limiting and difficult East-West access points 
for multi-modal activity because they are busy and solely accommodate the 
automobile. Originally it was thought improving both viaducts to include 
multi-modal transportation should be proposed, but given the success rate of 
these types of transportation projects in Cincinnati, it is clear the community 
needs to redouble its efforts to ensure the Western Hills Viaduct is designed 
for all users. This will create a vital multi-modal viaduct that is safe, efficient, 
and connects directly to the urban core. 

Recommendations

•	 Plan and construct a multi-modal viaduct
•	 Use Complete Street practices where possible
•	 Ensure community involvement is achieved

Implementation: 

Currently, the Department of Transportation and Engineering is holding 
community meetings on the Western Hills Viaduct project and the inclusion of 
a multi-modal viaduct is a main component being considered. This project is 
planned for construction within the next several years so constant community 
feedback is imperative. We recommend the South Fairmount Community Coun-
cil and other stakeholders guide the discussion and planning of the viaduct 
to meet their needs.This proposal would have a positive impact on North and 
South Fairmount and the other fifty communities in Cincinnati  considering this 
is a main east-west connection. 

Recommendations

The community should attend all the public meetings regarding this viaduct 
and participate heavily during the planning phase. The communities voice 
needs to be reflected because they are the community that will likely benefit 
the most from the infrastructure improvements. This projet provides a tremen-
dous opportunity for these communities to benefit and become more accessi-
ble. The improved accessibility from this project and Lick Run investment will be 
a catalyst for growth and investment in the area.

Partners:

Adjacent Communities

Figure 70: Multi-modal Viaduct
Source:Garnett Fleming/
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Medium Term: 10 - 20 years

Increasing Bus Frequency

The communities within our study area lack an efficient method of travel to provide ac-
cess to employment, amenities, and services. The Metro service has several lines which 
run through our study area, bus 6, 27, 49, and 64 respectively -- but some of these lines 
lack the necessary frequency for modern transportation standards.  

The focus communities are envisioned to grow and investment should occur within the 
proposed business districts, so it is recommended Metro increases frequency in time to 
accommodate for this increased demand. 

Recommendations

Once the areas reach an acceptable level of density for higher bus frequency or BRT, it 
should be provided as indicated by the map below. 
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Proposed Frequency Improvements

¯

New Bus Route with 10-15 min Frequency

Bus Route with 10-15 min Frequency

Bus Route with 15-30 min Frequency

Legend

Goal 2: Neighborhood Accessibility

New Bus Route - Fairmount Ave.

In order to better serve the current residents within the communities in 
the study area, bus route 21 should be changed to travel down Fairmount 
Ave. instead of Harrison Ave. It has been determined this is a valid proposal 
due to the increased density on Fairmount Ave., and the lack of access to 
Harrison from Fairmount.

Proposed Bus Route Change

21
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Legend

New Bus Route

New Bus Stops

Highway

Main Arterial

Minor Arterial

Collector Streets

Rail Road

River

Existing Bus Route

This map shows the existing route in the solid blue and proposed route in 
the dashed red line. The new route will work with the other groups plans to 
connect pocket communities within the study area.

Figure 71: Proposed Bus Route Map

Figure 72: Proposed Bus Frequency  Improvement Map
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Medium Term: 10 - 20 years

Mill Creek Bicycle Track

Goal 3: Active Transportation 

¯0 0.5 10.25 Miles

The Mill Creek Greenway Trail can be a valuable asset to the Fairmount com-
munities and help tie the recreational component of the Lick Run Project 
to North Fairmount. The Mill Creek Greenway Trail was started at Salway 
Park, just northeast of the Northside community, and has plans to continue 
past the Western Hills Viaduct along the Mill Creek.  This trail will be able to 
accommodate bicycle commuters, recreational bikers, and foot traffic.

Recommendations

•	 Bicycle Track- Use half of the path as a cycle track to provide a flat, 
efficient, and safe route to the urban core.

•	 Capitalize on the Western Hills Viaduct and Central Parkway to ensure 
the route includes bike infrastructure.

•	 Work with highlighted partners to expand the trail to include a bike 
commute lane

•	 Implement a variety of Green BMPs for stormwater management 
along the Mill Creek

Bicycle Flat Track Route

Implementation: 

Implementing a bicycle track like the one we are proposing should be 
relatively attainable, because the Mill Creek Greenway Trail has already been 
proposed. The path should be widened to allow a buffered high speed path 
for all bicyclists. Currently there is not any infrastructure along the route line, 
so this idea is dependent on the Mill Creek Greenway trail extension and 
political acceptance. One of the strengths about this proposal is the array of 
partners that could be involved in maximizing the impact of the Greenway 
Trail.

Partners:

Example Cycle Track

Figure 71: Cycle Track Image
Source: http://www.123rf.com/

Figure 74: Gourndwork Cincinnati

Figure 75: Mill Creek Watershed Council

Figure 76: Queen City Bike

Figure 73: Bicycle Flat Track Route
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Comprehensive Complete and Green Street Principles

Medium Term: 10 - 20 years
Goal 3: Active Transportation 

A Complete and Green Street is a street that provides equal accessibility, 
safety, and functionality for all transportation modes and incorporates a 
green BMP storm water management component.

Recommendations

All streets within the neighborhood should eventually be improved and 
when that occurs, we recommend adopting as many complete and green 
street principles as possible. This project will be a phased approach and 
will only be initiated after the main streets are improved.
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Baltimore Avenue

Fairmount Avenue

Queen City Avenue

Beekm
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Phase I

Phase II

Phase II

Phase I

Phase I
Complete and Green Street Components

Phase I of the Complete and Green Streets program focuses on cre-
ating a complete and green street on the new Queen City Ave. and 
Beekman St. Queen City Ave. should be the first of many complete 
and green streets in the focus communities. It is also necessary to 
include Beekman St. in phase I because it is the main North-South 
connection for these communities as well as others.

Example Complete and Green Street

Figure 77: Image
Figure 78: Image

Figure 79: Image

Source: http://icons.mysitemyway.com// Source: http://www.wonderfulwaterloo.com/

Figure 80: Complete & Green Street
Source: http://www.harttma.com/Community/Complet-

Figure 81: Queen City Complete Street Rendering
Source: www.streetmix.com
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Comprehensive Complete and Green Street Program

Medium Term: 10 - 20 years
Goal 3: Active Transportation 

Phase II

Implementation:

A phased complete and green streets prioritization program is recom-
mended for all community streets and street improvements. This pro-
gram would dramatically improve mobility for all users within the com-
munity, and would improve water quality within the City of Cincinnati. 
This is a long term recommendation and it was included to ensure the 
street improvement on Queen City include complete and green street 
principles. Queen City Ave. to be the first of many complete and green 
streets within the study area. This program has several constraints 
including, cost, political feasibility, and density. This program is envi-
sioned as a long term program which ensures all street improvements 
include multi-use and stormwater management infrastructure.

Partners:

Phase III - All other streets 

Phase II of the Complete and Green Streets Program recommends 
that Baltimore Ave. and Fairmount St. incoporate complete and green 
street principles because they are main roads wtihin two main resi-
dential areas. Phase II is scheduled to be completed in the next 10 - 15 
years, so at that time we are assuming Baltimore and Fairmount will 
have the density to support these infrastructure improvements.

Phase III of the Complete and Green Streets Program recommends 
all other street improvements incorporate complete and green street 
principles, where possible. By making the decision to eventually make 
all streets within the community complete and green, the long term 
investment will pay for itself. These investments can potentially gen-
erate an increased population, a healthier and safer community, and a 
reduction of automobile emissions and greenhouse gases.

Adjacent Communities

Figure 82: Baltimore St.  Rendering

Figure 83: Fairmount Ave. Rendering
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Goal 4: Reduce Natural and Built Barriers

Long Term: 20 + years

Gondola Tram Network

ENGLISH WOODS

Implementation:

This visionary idea could significantly alter the shape and feel of the commu-
nity for the better, but there are constraints that could prevent the project. 
These constraints include the cost of the initial infrastructure and mainte-
nance, the density or use requirement, and the liability issues the City could 
face. Having said that, this is projected to be a 20+ year vision so there is no 
way of knowing what the community will look like and what other opportu-
nities might be available.

The gondola route to Cincinnati State has tremendous possibility with the 
proposed agriculture research facility and eco-village on English Woods, but 
the implementation and funding for this project will be difficult. This project 
could put Cincinnati on the map as having the most innovative urban agri-
culture components than any other city. This connection could eventually 
connect to an uptown location along the streetcar route. 

It is important to include this visionary project in our recommended op-
tions, because it will excite the community and open their eyes to the many 
possibilities that exist. This project will also completely reshape the land use 
for English Woods and will turn an eyesore into a tourist attraction and new 
mode of transportation.

We envision the focus communities will flourish after the investments from 
the Lick Run Project, Western Hills Viaduct, and the I-75 improvements are 
complete. These investments, along with strategically planned NBD’s, research 
institutions, residential areas, and recreational facilities, and basic amenities, 
will help repopulate the area in several locations and could require more 
transportation options. One exciting way to address the railroad and mill creek 
industrial barrier is to create a connection via gondola or sky tram. 

Vision:
A Gondola Tram is exactly the visionary project this community needs 
in order to make real change happen. This project, although difficult to 
implement, can serve as an exciting option to connect the focus commu-
nities to the adjacent universities and uptown.

Figure 84: Example Gondola Station

Figure 86: Gondola Tram Network  Map

Source: gondolaproject.com
Figure 85: Example Gondola Car

Source: gondolaproject.com



Future Recommendations

Connectivity

The preferred plan sets a framework for suggestions and alternatives that should 
be considered when developing future structures and paths in North Fairmount, 
South Fairmount and English Woods. We propose the implementation of the 
preferred plan we have outlined to improve connections within the City of 
Cincinnati and regionally. 

In accordance with the CBI’s plan, the recommendations should be applied in the 
following order:

1. Reinvent, redesign, and reinvigorate gateways to show signs of improvement 
and interest into the neighborhoods. 

2. Develop and revamp active and healthy modal options through the existing 
infrastructure. This will increase safety and reduce crime.

3. Create convenient and easy accessibility for neighborhood residents. This 
includes adding new bus routes and programs such as the collective taxi service, 
and updating technologies and signage so systems are more user friendly.

4. Promote strong and resilient lifestyles and environment for the community’s 
overall well-being through transportation infrastructure with complete, green 
streets, multi-modal alternatives added and increased to new and existing 
pathways.

5. Preserve the landscape and promote the beauty in the neighborhoods and of 
the city by developing a gondola network  to add connectivity and tourism. 

The pathways provide an opportunity to revive the North Fairmount, South 
Fairmount and English Woods neighborhoods. Moving people, goods and 
services can harmonize the community into the larger metropolitan area by 
giving people the chance to be happy, healthy, and connected.

Figure 87: Fairmount Neighborhood Home
Source: Fei Yang
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Appendices

Appendix I: Preferred Concept Map - CBI

Figure 88: CBI Plan



Appendices

Appendix II: Six Livability Principles 
PARTNERSHIP FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES (AN INTERAGENCY PARTNERSHIP - HUD, DOT, EPA)
“Livability means being able to take your kids to school, go to work, see a doctor, drop by the grocery or post office, go out to dinner and a movie, and play with 
your kids at the park, all without having to get into your car. Livability means building the communities that help Americans live the lives they want to live whether 
those communities are urban centers, small towns, or rural areas.” -- Secretary Ray LaHood, U.S. Department of Transportation 

Overview 

On June 16, 2009, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), and the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) joined together to help communities nationwide improve access to affordable housing, increase transportation options, and lower transportation 
costs while protecting the environment. 

The Partnership for Sustainable Communities works to coordinate federal housing, transportation, water, and other infrastructure investments to make neighborhoods 
more prosperous, allow people to live closer to jobs, save households time and money, and reduce pollution. The partnership agencies incorporate six principles of 
livability into federal funding programs, policies, 
and future legislative proposals. 

Livability Principles 
1. Provide more transportation choices. 
Develop safe, reliable, and economical transportation choices to decrease household transportation costs, reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign oil, improve 
air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and promote public health. 
2. Promote equitable, affordable housing. 
Expand location- and energy-efficient housing choices for people of all ages, incomes, races, and ethnicities to increase mobility and lower the combined cost of 
housing and transportation. 
3. Enhance economic competitiveness. 
Improve economic competitiveness through reliable and timely access to employment centers, educational opportunities, services and other basic needs by 
workers, as well as expanded business access to markets. 
4. Support existing communities. 
Target federal funding toward existing communities—through strategies like transit-oriented, mixed-use development and land recycling—to increase community 
revitalization and the efficiency of public works investments and safeguard rural landscapes. 
5. Coordinate and leverage federal policies and investment. 
Align federal policies and funding to remove barriers to collaboration, leverage funding, and increase the accountability and effectiveness of all levels of government 
to plan for future growth, including making smart energy choices such as locally generated renewable energy. 
6. Value communities and neighborhoods. 
Enhance the unique characteristics of all communities by investing in healthy, safe, and walkable neighborhoods—rural, urban, or suburban. 
Source: 
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/sustainable_housing_communities/Six_Livability_Principles , http://www.sustainablecommunities.
gov/aboutUs.html, http://www.dot.gov/livability, http://www.epa.gov
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Appendices

Appendix III:

The above table indicates the work plan/gantt chart used to develop this chapter on connectivity 
and transportation planning in North Fairmount, South Fairmount and English Woods.

Figure 89: Team gantt chart

Month 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 12 12

Days 27,29 3,5 10,12 17,19 24,26 1,3 10 15,17 22,24 29,31 5,7 12,14 19,21 26 3,5 6
Phase Week # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Pre Plan

1 Team Charter
Collect Data

2 Field Assesment
3 Maps
4 Read plans
5 Transit system
6 Site visit
7 Coordinate with Groups
8 Adopt a filter
9 Plan Assessment memo

10 Reconnaissance Report
Synthesis

11 Synthesize data
13 Synthesis Report

Options
14 Brainstorm
15 Discuss options
16 Concept Plan

Dialogues
17 w/ all impacted parties

Master Plan
18 Design
19 Edit
20 Critique
21 Fix/Finalize
22 Final Report

Present
23 Poster & Presentation

Celebrate
24 Party!

Month 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 12 12

Days 27,29 3,5 10,12 17,19 24,26 1,3 10 15,17 22,24 29,31 5,7 12,14 19,21 26 3,5 6
Week # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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Appendix IV: Evaluation Matrix

Figure 88: Evaluation Matrix
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Thank you

for your viewing!




